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1. Introductory comments

Over the last decade, a number of groups have
begun producing decadal-time-scale, near-global,
ocean state estimates (the OceanObs’09 Commu-
nity White Papers (CWP) by Lee and 26 others
[2010] and Stammer and 26 others [2010] provide an
overview and preliminary evaluation, respectively).
Their primary purpose is the understanding of the
ocean climate and its variability. Such efforts put
demanding requirements on the observing system.
As a bridge between the modeling and observation
communities, the ocean state estimation (OCEST)
groups necessarily assess the skill and deficiencies in
both data sets and models. Estimation tools devel-
oped by these groups can also be used for defining
observational requirements for a climate monitor-
ing and prediction system, although focus has been
mainly on production of state estimates.

This white paper takes as its major premises that:
(A) the climate system is truly global and must be
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observed globally if it is to be understood; (B) the
problem of observing the ocean in its climate role
involves some very long time scales; (C) all elements
of the oceanic state are dynamically connected, such
that measuring any specific element may contain at
least some information on a much larger part of the
state, and which dynamically consistent interpola-
tors may be able to explore efficiently both forward
and backward in time; (D) the ocean is a noisy fluid,
full of eddies and variability across many space and
time scales; a significant fraction of oceanic energy
resides in fast motions (less than a month) and small
space scales (less than 100 km). These premises have
immediate implications for observational systems
design which underlie the remainder of the docu-
ment.

(1) Ocean variability at any given location is a
consequence of local changes, e.g., exchanges with
the atmosphere, but also of internal changes origi-
nating remotely in both space and time. Many re-
gions of the ocean are connected over vast distances
on time scales of months to decades and beyond
through a variety of dynamical processes (advection,
diffusion, barotropic and baroclinic waves, air-sea
interactions, etc.). If one is to understand oceanic
variability in any given region, one must be able to
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document changes that took place elsewhere, per-
haps quite far in the past. Over sufficiently long time
scales, no part of the ocean is disconnected from the
remainder, or from the atmosphere or cryosphere at
great distances. Hence, a global emphasis on observ-
ing systems becomes mandatory.

(2) The existence of long memories in the ocean
(that is, long time scales of response) implies that
documentation and understanding require observa-
tions on similar time scales. In practice, that means
any observing system initially designed to document
e.g., decadal variability, needs to ultimately be sus-
tained indefinitely. That in turn means that a con-
siderable expense will be incurred, and investment in
understanding cost-benefit tradeoffs is worthwhile
and necessary. An ongoing scientific evaluation will
be required of potential new technologies, of the
tradeoffs in the evolution of existing technologies,
and the accommodation of new insights into the
workings of the system that can have major implica-
tions for what needs to be observed and with what
accuracies and precisions.

(3) Fast variability on small scales (below ∼ 1
month and 100 km) puts a significant strain on
observational systems needed for inference about
ocean climate. Requirements for purposes of es-
timating ocean “weather” versus “climate” are
not necessarily the same and decisions on future
data systems must bear this in mind. For example,
ocean “weather” analyses are typically concerned
with coastal or regional upper ocean processes with
near real-time availability of observations, whereas
ocean “climate” requires longer term measurements
with consistency and accuracy to discern small but
large-scale variability that often span the full water
column.

Drawing from the experience of OCEST groups
so far, below we attempt to summarize some prelim-
inary findings regarding present and future use of
oceanic data sets. The need for quantitative assess-
ment of future observational schemes stands out in
these initial considerations. Several approaches are
sketched to designing and evaluating global observ-
ing systems, and that incorporate understanding of
the underlying dynamics and existing knowledge.
The procedures are meant to be generic, but of ne-
cessity to generate examples, assumptions have to
be made about the climate fields that are of most in-
tense interest. Thus although the temperature and
salinity fields, the meridional mass and enthalpy
transports are used as examples, we recognize that
community conclusions about which fields are of

highest priority remain to be determined. Further-
more, true experimental design involves tradeoffs
between instrumental ease of use, cost, and utility.
These tradeoffs can be studied using the machinery
outlined here, but those specific studies are proposed
for the future.

2. Present findings

Results from OCEST provide qualitative insight
on the adequacy of present data sets regarding
sampling, errors, etc. More quantitative statements
must await studies such as those delineated in
section 3. The determination and attribution of re-
gional and global sea level change provides a point
in case of a stringent test of the current model-
ing and observational systems. The discussion in
Wunsch et al. [2007] of remaining limitations, un-
certainties, and required (known) error corrections
may serve as an illustrative example of the vari-
ous aspects that need consideration. The sea-level
problem is picked up in some detail in the CWP by
Nerem and 5 others [2010].

Focusing on “global” data sets, the existing sys-
tem includes satellite altimetry, scatterometer wind
stress, sea surface temperature, Argo profiles, sur-
face drifters, and XBTs. Comparisons to earlier in-
tervals, such as before Argo or satellite altimetry,
show that the present-day observation system is es-
sential and must be maintained at the very mini-
mum.

Even with the present Argo coverage, the oceanic
observing system has a number of serious short-
comings, particularly in the near-complete absence
of deep measurements below 2000 m and the very
poor coverage of high latitudes (including ice-
covered regions). Figure 1 is a point in case of an
attempt to partition regional sea-level trend into
temparture- and salinity-related trends and as a
function of depth. Changes are not restricted to the
upper ocean, and especially in the Southern Ocean,
abyssal trends are apparent, but which are missed
in estimates which rely only on present in-situ
observations. In general, the deep ocean can be ex-
pected to grow in importance as the time-interval of
observation is extended. Another aspect is the com-
pensating effect of temperature and salinity which
temperature-only observations (such as XBTs) fail
to capture. The need to observe the ocean over the
full water column is compelling and becomes ever
more important as one looks at decadal timescales
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Fig. 1. Vertical integrals of zonal average combined temperature and salinity (left) and separate (middle: temperature only,

right: salinity only) trends, translated into density trends (abscissa, units in kg/m2/yr) as a function of latitude (ordinate),
from the updated ECCO-GODAE solution v3.73. BLACK: top-to-bottom, DARK BLUE: 0-848m, RED: 848-1975m, GREEN:

1975-2450m, CYAN: 2450-5450m. Changes are not restricted to the upper ocean, and especially in the Southern Ocean region,

abyssal trends are apparent, but which are missed in estimates which rely only on current in-situ observations. In general,
the deep ocean can be expected to grow in importance as the time-interval of observation is extended. Another aspect is the

compensating effect of temperature and salinity. Failure to measure both may obscure inferences of trends.

(see also the related OceanObs’09 CWP by Palmer
and 21 others [2010] and Dushaw and 17 oth-
ers [2010] on this issue). Possible improvements
might involve extending at least some Argo oats to
full-depth sampling, the addition of acoustic ther-
mometry arrays (see Dushaw et al. [2009a] and the
CWP Dushaw and 35 others [2010]), and improving
bottom pressure measurements from space, which
combined with sea level and with upper ocean in-
formation could help constrain the deep density eld.

Of the ancillary data sets necessary to determine
the ocean climate, atmospheric forcing fluxes or
state variables at the air-sea interface are perhaps
the most important (see the dedicated CWP by
Trenberth and 7 others [2010]). The existing re-
analyses (NCEP/NCAR and ECMWF/ERA-40),

considered here as proxies of global surface flux ob-
servations, show major global imbalances in basic
climate parameters (heat and freshwater fluxes)
and these imbalances are a major obstacle to ocean
state estimation for climate purposes [Wunsch et al.
2007]. Efforts by the oceanographic community
to derive appropriate forcing fields (e.g.Large and
Yeager [2009], Griffies and 23 others [2009a]) are
very useful to enable concerted ocean modeling
studies, but remain ad-hoc solutions. Atmospheric
reanalysis projects need to address these climate-
scale inconsistencies, either separately (the new
ECMWF ERA-Interim and the Japanese Reanal-
ysis (JRA-25) [Onogi and 16 others 2007] projects
show promise in this respect) or through dynami-
cally consistent coupled atmosphere/ocean/sea-ice
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estimation (e.g. Bengtsson and 15 others [2007]).
An equally important flux that needs to be better

determined is the land freshwater input (ice melting,
river runoff, ground water seepage). Very few esti-
mates exist to date from the land hydrology com-
munity (exceptions are Fekete et al. [2002], Ngo-Duc
et al. [2005a,b], although the latter NCC products
do not include run-off), but their large remaining un-
certainties limit their adequacy for oceanic studies.
Cryospheric and gravimetric satellite missions pro-
vide one way forward (e.g., Quinn and Ponte [2008])
and need to be considered in the mix of future ob-
servational platforms. A sufficient observing system
ought to provide tight enough constraints, e.g., on
oceanic salt content, so as to enable independent
estimation of fluxes through the surface (precipita-
tion) and land (run-off, glacier melt). Failure to do
so by any of today’s (let alone past) observing or
state estimation systems points to remaining serious
undersampling of the ocean.

A final consideration is the consistent evaluation
of uncertainties in all the data sets involved. All es-
timation methods rely on the provision of the er-
rors in the data. Accuracies of present reanalysis
flux products remain poorly known. Unknown biases
in all data systems could particularly affect global
mean quantities – recent examples for in-situ histor-
ical temperature data (mostly XBT), Argo, and al-
timeters are provided by Gouretski and Koltermann
[2007], Willis et al. [2007], Beckley et al. [2007], Wi-
jffels et al. [2008], and Thompson et al. [2008]. These
studies show that possible biases may contaminate
past data bases (in situ XBTs), recent heat content
estimates (Argo), and may impact other variables
in OCEST such as sea level. Particular care should
therefore be given to quality control of present and
past observational data sets. Any observation col-
lected should be archived carefully with the largest
information associated to the measurement proce-
dure used. This will guarantee that the observa-
tion can be reprocessed in the future if necessary.
Apart from random and systematic instrument er-
rors, sampling errors need to be carefully consid-
ered. For climate assessment, meaningful averages
need to suppress short scales (at least the Rossby ra-
dius of deformation), and high frequency noise (av-
eraging over both barotropic and eddy time scales).
The recent work of Palmer et al. [2007], Palmer and
Haines [2009] has demonstrated how such noise can
be removed from observations for ocean heat con-
tent calculations. Even the along-track dense sam-
pling of altimeters leaves substantial “eddy noise”

in 10-day maps of sea level variability [Ponte et al.
2007a]. Such issues are even more clear in a system
like Argo [Forget and Wunsch 2007]. Density and
diversity of observations need to be considered, as
sampling and cross-calibration requirements are re-
assessed with a climate focus.

3. Observational system design targeting
climate signals

3.1. Overview

A central aim of observing strategies targeting cli-
mate time scales and diagnostics (indices or met-
rics) is to improve understanding of the origin, prop-
agation and growth of climate signals. Adjoint and
singular vector methods are powerful practical tools
to this end. They enable the detection and tracking
of regions of high climate sensitivity and those that
lead to optimal (defined via specified climate norms)
growth of climate signals in particular.

The Lagrange multiplier or adjoint method used
in state estimation provides a methodology for
determining the sensitivity of various “objective”
functions to perturbations in elements governing
the oceanic state, including elements of the state
itself (temperatures, velocities), external distur-
bances (meteorology), and model parameters (mix-
ing coefficients, topography). This method has been
outlined by Marotzke et al. [1999], Junge and Haine
[2001], Galanti and Tziperman [2003], Köhl [2005],
Bugnion et al. [2006a], Junge and Fraedrich [2007],
Losch and Heimbach [2007], and others. 2

Complementary to the calculation of adjoint sen-
sitivities of climate diagnostics is the assessment of
the adjoint in direct context of the state estima-
tion system, i.e. where the objective function takes
into account not only the climate diagnostics but
also the misfit of the state estimate to the observa-
tions. The adjoint provides the information content
of individual or all observations on the diagnostics
of interest. The method has been developed in nu-

2 Note that the method assumes small perturbations around
a given (nonlinear) trajectory, and may deviate from finite
amplitude perturbations in the presence of strong nonlinear-

ities, and over long time windows. Still, it does provide useful

sensitivities (albeit strictly those of the model or the estima-
tion system), many aspects of which are robust features of

the linearized dynamics, and which remain largely obscure
in pure forward modeling studies. Assessing the usefulness of
adjoint sensitivities over climate time scales and the robust-

ness across different models remains an outstanding task.
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Fig. 2. Sensitivity of J, the meridional enthalpy transport across 25◦N, to normalized temperature perturbations 1 year (top
row) and 7 years (bottom row) prior at depths 222.5 (left column) and 1975m (right column).

merical weather prediction (NWP), mainly to as-
sess the impact of observations on forecast skill (e.g.
Langland and Baker [2004], Errico [2007], Tremolet
[2008], Daescu [2008], Gelaro and Zhu [2009]), and
is now being considered in the context of ocean state
estimation. Also in the context of NWP [Buizza
and Palmer 1995, Gelaro et al. 1998, Buizza and
Montani 1999, Gelaro et al. 1999] and in the con-
text of ENSO dynamics and prediction [Penland
and Sardeshmukh 1995, Moore and Kleeman 1996,
1997a], singular vector methods have been success-
fully applied to derive non-normal modes which lead
to optimal, transient growth of relevant norms.

For very simple systems (box models), Tziper-
man and Ioannou [2002] and Zanna and Tziperman
[2005] have begun using singular vectors in the con-
text of climate to study excitation mechanisms of the
thermohaline circulation over decadal time scales.

Very few studies exist to date which compute sin-
gular vectors for full-fledged ocean GCMs, globally,
and over climate-relevant time windows. Regionally,
and over short time scales, Moore et al. [2004] have
established an analysis system which provides sin-
gular vectors which may be used for optimal ini-
tialisation of ensemble prediction. Fujii et al. [2008]
have derived singular vectors to infer error growth
in the region of the Kuroshio meander. In an effort
to close the gap toward global, climate-type stud-
ies, Zanna et al. [2010a,b] have used an idealized At-
lantic GCM configuration to infer optimal perturba-
tions of Atlantic SST anomalies, as well as Atlantic
MOC variability. Of particular value is the recogni-
tion that such perturbation may not only come from
surface forcing, but from internal oceanic variabil-
ity. Similar studies have been performed calculat-
ing singular vectors, instead of directly from a GCM
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operator, via a linear inverse modeling approach
[Hawkins and Sutton 2009]. Optimal patterns based
on the adjoint have been computed by Sevellec et al.
[2007, 2008] in the context of surface perturbations
of the meridional mass and heat transport. In the
context of optimal observations, Köhl and Stammer
[2004] have computed approximate singular vectors
to demonstrate the benefit of using such observa-
tions compared to traditional section data in twin
experiments of heat transport across the Greenland-
Scotland ridge.

All these studies raise serious issues with regard to
error growth, required observational accuracy and
coverage in the presence of non-normal, transient
amplification of small perturbations. One way to in-
terpret the results is that regions dominating opti-
mal initial conditions (i.e. where small initial per-
turbations lead to the largest amplifications) require
special observational investments. In the context of
predictability, the growth time scales may point to
inherent limits of tracking climate signals. The role
of non-normal growth in the context of climate ob-
servations and their use to understand the underly-
ing dynamics need substantial research. One robust
result, nevertheless, is the global nature of the prop-
agation of the signals. This aspect is illustrated in
more detail in the following.

3.2. Adjoint sensitivities

Consider any climate diagnostic or objective func-
tion, J , e.g., the enthalpy transport across 25◦N in
the North Atlantic. The adjoint or dual solution to
the state estimate can be used to calculate the sen-
sitivities, ∂J/∂X (r,t) , where X is any variable of
concern at location r, at time, t. For purposes of
this white paper we employ a modified form of the
adjoint solution to the MIT-AER ECCO-GODAE
state estimate (outlined by Wunsch and Heimbach
[2007]). Only a sketch is given here, with a fuller ac-
count in Heimbach et al. [2010b]. Thus quantitative
results may differ using other models but the under-
lying methodology may be the same.

Some parameters X are far better known than
others, and although a particular sensitivity may be
very great, if the parameter is not uncertain, there
would be little interest in understanding how a shift
would affect J. Thus it is useful to normalize δJ to

δJ ′ =
1

dz(z)

∂J

∂X (r,t)
δX (r,t) , (1)

where δX is an estimate of the uncertainty (perhaps
the standard deviation), and dz (k) is introduced for
those variables such as ocean temperatures which
are best evaluated per unit depth.

Figure 2 shows the normalized sensitivity δJ ′ of
the 25◦N enthalpy transport J at time tf to ocean
temperatures at two depth levels, one and seven
years prior to time tf . Various regions of large values
point to “centers of action” remote in space (away
from 25◦N) and time which influence the 25◦N en-
thalpy transport J at time tf . To the degree that
one seeks to understand a fluctuation in J at any
given time, temperature changes at these locations
at these earlier times will dominate the sensitivity
relative to other regions.

As one goes further back in time, an ever larger
area tends to exhibit influence. Thus Figure 3 shows
the sensitivity to temperature at 2950m depth 17
years back in time. To provide some context we
have used the sensitivity fields to calculate trans-
port changes for realistic perturbations (details are
given in Heimbach et al., 2009): a 3% change in J can
be achieved from near-surface temperature pertur-
bations in the sub-tropical North Atlantic (near the
section considered at 25◦N) 1 year back in time, but
an equally large perturbation can also be achieved
through perturbation at 30◦S in the South Atlantic 1
year back in time, and larger effects are seen for per-
turbations in the sub-polar North Atlantic 7 years
back in time. Note that apart from a few CTD sec-
tions, virtually no observations are available below
2000 m. In particular, without observations in the
deep Southern Ocean, it would be difficult to at-
tribute a change to these areas.

In a first step to establish a hierarchy of influences
we have also computed sensitivities to air-sea fluxes
(net heat flux, freshwater flux, zonal and meridional
wind stresses). As expected the strongest impact
stems from the wind stress sensitivities. As an exam-
ple deduced from the zonally summed sensitivities in
the Atlantic, a realistic perturbation applied roughly
2 years back in time in a 5◦ band around 45◦N,
and assumed to persist over 4 days, would lead to a
5% change in J . The sensitivity maps indicate that
larger values are possible. They also show that (nor-
malized) heat flux sensitivities are up to an order
of magnitude smaller than (normalized) wind stress
sensitivities. These results, although specific to this
experiment, underline that knowledge of the wind is
crucial for interpreting the observed variability, and
that scatterometry is expected to be a key ingredi-
ent in a climate observing system. The sensitivities
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Fig. 3. Same as Figure 2 except for 17 years earlier at 2950

m depth.

move through complex pathways. Distinguishing be-
tween near-adiabatic sensitivities and those induced
by heat, freshwater and mixing changes to under-
stand water mass changes is another important goal.
Design of an observational system that would hope
to depict the causes and consequences of changes
observed anywhere can be built upon analyses such
as this one, extended to all fields which are believed
to influence the ocean climate variables.

Repeating such experiments for different models,
for the same and different periods, and complement-
ing all with finite difference calculations guided by
the inferred adjoint sensitivities will help to ascer-
tain which details of the results are robust, what
is the influence of the underlying model trajectory
used in the linearization, and what is the time hori-
zon over which linearization holds.

Quantitative inferences will also depend on the
estimation systems used, the weights (prior uncer-
tainties) applied, as well as the norms chosen. Re-
search needs to address which norms are relevant,
at minimum, for capturing global climate change
(e.g., North Atlantic heat or mass transport, Drake
Passage transport as a measure of ACC variability,
North Pacific heat content, formation rates of sub-
tropical mode waters or high-latitude deep waters,
gobal sea level, Arctic freshwater content and sea-ice
changes; a subset or all of these? serious omissions?).
It will be important to identify the robustness of the
results from the different estimation systems.

4. Assessing the value of observing systems

4.1. Overview

A general method for assessing the value of ob-
serving capabilities, often referred to as observing
system experiments (OSE), consists in adding or
withholding specific data sets in state estimates. A
practical extension, often referred to as observing
system simulation experiments (OSSE), which is not
pursued here, consists in assessing the value of sim-
ulated data sets to guide observing system design.

A substantial body of literature has emerged that
uses OSEs to assess the value of ocean observing
capabilities for operational/forecasting oceanog-
raphy. A review of such efforts is provided in the
OceanObs’09 CWP by ?. For the purpose of the
present white paper we focus on the climate problem
which emphasizes the global nature of the circula-
tion on time scales of years to decades and beyond.

We first summarize efforts directed at assessing
the value of different components of the observing
system for seasonal to inter-annual estimation and
prediction. A discussion of seasonal to inter-annual
estimation and prediction in the Pacific is provided
in the OceanObs’09 CWP by Xue and 5 others
[2010]. They highlight the role of the TAO/TRITON
mooring array for monitoring, understanding and
predicting ENSO, and recommend enhancement of
similar arrays in the tropical Atlantic (PIRATA)
and Indian (RAMA) Ocean. On global scales Vi-
dard et al. [2007] investigated the relative impor-
tance of the tropical in situ mooring arrays (TAO,
TRITON, PIRATA), and XBTs in the analysis of
the tropical oceans during the period 1993-2003.
They showed a major role for the moorings (but no
altimeter or Argo data were considered). Balmaseda
et al. [2007] used the latest version of the ECMWF
ocean data assimilation system (S3) to assess the
impact on analysis of the global ocean of tempera-
ture and salinity from Argo, as well sea level from
altimeter data, for the 7 year period 2001-2006.

By way of example, Figure 4 shows the impact of
Argo temperature and salinity measurements on the
average salinity in upper 300 meters (S300). Most
of the changes in S300 are due directly to the use
of salinity data. There are areas where the effect of
T on S300 is contrary to the direct effect of using
S. For instance, in the Western Pacific/Indonesian
Throughflow the use of Argo temperature produces
an increase of salinity, while the direct use of salin-
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Fig. 4. Impact of Argo on the average salinity in upper 300 meters (S300). (a) Effect of Argo T and S, (b) effect of Argo T

only. Units are psu.

ity data produces fresher water, probably associated
with the barrier layer. It is likely that Argo is cor-
recting for errors in the ocean model vertical mixing
and the fresh-water flux. The information content
of Argo combines well with the altimeter informa-
tion in most regions. The impact of the ocean ob-
serving system on seasonal forecasts of sea surface
temperature was assessed in Balmaseda and Ander-
son [2009]. The assimilation of ocean data improved
the seasonal forecast skill in most areas, except in
the equatorial Atlantic, where model error is a lim-
iting factor. Smith and Haines [2009] also show the

separate impacts of temperature and salinity assim-
ilation on salinity distributions assessed from Argo,
and discuss some of the mechanisms involved.

Returning to the main emphasis on process un-
derstanding on climate time scales of decadal and
beyond, the value of ocean observing capabilities
with respect to large scale ocean circulation diag-
nostics and their fluctuations on climate timescales
remains largely unknown. Some preliminary analy-
sis of OSEs for that matter can be found in Car-
ton and Giese [2008], Stammer et al. [2007], Baehr
et al. [2009], and Forget et al. [2008a,b] among oth-
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Fig. 5. Impact of modern global ocean observing capabilities on the global meridional overturning circulation. The panels show
RMS variability differences between ocean state estimates, based on bi-weekly averaged fields over the year 2006. Top left:

impact of jointly adding SST, SSH and in situ (TS) data to a baseline estimate consisting only of hydrographic climatology.

Top right, bottom left, bottom right: impact of adding SST, SSH, and in situ (TS) data individually. Units are in Sv.

ers. But many outstanding questions prevail, such
as the value of ocean observing systems to estimate
long-term freshwater and heat transports within the
global climate system.

4.2. Adding/withholding observations

State estimation methods can be used to eval-
uate the impact of different observing types and
space/time distributions on climate diagnostics. As
an example, we give some results described more
fully by Forget et al. (2009, in preparation). Con-
sider the restricted period between January and
December 2006 (the restriction is made for com-
putational reasons). A least-squares state estimate
is made over this interval [Forget 2010] using the
same methods as described in Wunsch and Heim-
bach [2007]. Each of the observational constraints is
assigned a realistic error variance that determines
its least-squares weight (the least-squares results
depend upon those weights). The “baseline” state

estimate (B) uses only a hydrographic climatology,
and the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis to constrain the
MITgcm.

Then data constraints are added (individually or
jointly) to the state estimate, so as to evaluate the
impact of the particular data type on the previous
calculation: (1) SST data in the form of the Reynolds
and TMI-AMSRE monthly SST maps; (2) SSH data
from the suite of altimetric satellites and a mean
dynamic topography based on the recent GRACE
geoid; (3) in situ temperature and salinity profiles
from the Argo, XBT, TAO, and SEaOS (elephant
seal) data sets. Oversimplifying somewhat, one can
regard the change made to any feature in a prior
solution as representing an uncertainy or error re-
duction in that prior estimate by the presence of the
new data. In a purely linear system, and with ac-
curately chosen error variances, one can prove that
new data cannot increase the uncertainty, only leave
it unchanged or reduced. For present purposes, we
assume that the change is representative of the error
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reduction.
As an example we consider the global meridional

overturning circulation as a climate diagnostic (but,
as noted at the end of Section 3.2, other diagnostics
may be at least as relevant in the determination of
important climate observations). Figure 5 shows the
differences in RMS variability of the global MOC as
different data sets are added to a prior estimate. The
notation is j | B, a, .... where B stands for the base-
line data (which are always present) and a, ..denotes
any of the data sets (1-3) above; these are the prior,
and j is the newly introduced data type. For exam-
ple, the top left panel shows the impact of adding
SST, SSH and hydrography (TS) data constraints
jointly to the baseline estimate (B). It implies that
overturning uncertainties would exceed 6 Sv in the
absence of the modern observing capabilities. While
the specific value may be particular to this exper-
iment, uncertainties of at least this magnitude are
likely to prevail in 20th century state estimates, until
the advent of those observing capabilities (starting
to emerge in the 1980’s). The other panels show the
impact of individual data sets. The leading overturn-
ing constraints are from altimetry and the in-situ
data (mostly Argo), while SST is a weaker constraint
for this quantity. As one might expect, when choos-
ing a different “index”, the relative impact of the
data will likely be different, reflecting the comple-
mentarity of the various data in providing informa-
tion about the climate system. For example, changes
in RMS of air-sea heat fluxes are dominated by SST
observations (not shown). A preliminary conclusion
is that all components of the present observing sys-
tem deliver important extra information, no redun-
dancy is discernible so far, but on the contrary, se-
rious under-sampling is more likely.

5. Summary and outlook

The most pressing needs for the ocean observing
system, from a climate perspective (considered here
are inter-annual to multi-decadal time scales), in-
clude the maintenance of the current global systems
(at the very minimum), the inclusion of a deep ocean
component, the improvement of coverage at high lat-
itudes, and the production of climate-balanced forc-
ing fluxes at the air-sea and land-sea boundaries. Re-
lated efforts would involve the determination of re-
spective uncertainties and continuous evaluation of
sampling requirements, upon the definition of a set
of primary climate variables of interest that needs

to be openly discussed in the community.
Most of the evidence today suggests that the

ocean remains substantially under-sampled, thus
precluding quantification of processes which con-
tribute to observed climate variability, and hamper
efforts for improved configuration of IPCC-type
climate simulations. Furthermore, given the fact
that virtually no continuous “deep observations”
exist to date (Argo floats are limited to 2000 m
depth sampling an ocean of roughly 4000 m aver-
age depth) the issue of priority of such observations
cannot be ascertained because there aren’t many
deep observations. Even if they were not considered
a high priority today (but an unproven hypothesis)
their need for deployment sooner rather than latter
is mandated if one adopts the longer view. De-
pendent upon decisions today, climate researchers
in a decade or more will, or will not, be able to
begin quantifying deep oceanic changes based on
adequate observations [Baker et al. 2008].

In the future a well-designed observing system
should make use of the tools described in section 2 to
4, including OSE’s, OSSE’s, and adjoint-based sys-
tems, for which purposes better resources need to
be allocated. The expectation is that these tools will
enable recommendations regarding observing sys-
tem trade-offs and priorities. Today’s existing sys-
tems are largely proofs-of-concept of their capabil-
ities, but need substantial investments to move be-
yond case-study based qualitative statements to-
ward comprehensive quantification of priorities for
climate observations. For example, readers will rec-
ognize that the sensitivities (in the more general
sense) outlined here are dependent upon a GCM in-
volving a number of approximations (the CWP by
Griffies and 17 others [2010] summarizes some of
the problems and challenges of GCM development).
A legitimate question is the extent to which the
inferences made would differ in a different model.
A full answer requires a research effort involving
the question of which model components are robust
and which might in turn be sensitive to changes in
e.g., resolution or parameterizations. For example,
sensitivities which derive from geostrophic balance
are likely to be largely model independent, whereas
mixed-layer depth sensitivities could vary greatly
from one model to another.

Ultimately, measures of the sensitivity of feed-
backs between various processes and Earth system
components will need to be considered, but this re-
mains a long-term goal. Also largely omitted here
is the discussion of the coupled climate problem,
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and its estimation through coupled observing sys-
tem strategies. Main components are the ocean, at-
mosphere, and cryosphere (land and ocean), and in-
clude the global hydrologic and carbon cycle. The
need for such systems is increasingly being recog-
nized by the climate modeling community.
Acknowledgement: Supported in part by NASA

and NSF through the National Ocean Partnership
Program (NOPP), and the Estimating the Circula-
tion and Climate of the Ocean (ECCO) project.
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